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  What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022             

 Foundation Starfish                         

 

       

I loved the story 

“Pumpkin Soup” and 

enjoyed making it too! 

I enjoyed learning how Sikh 

and Hindu people celebrate 

Diwali. 

I liked reading ‘So Much’. It 

was a funny story and I 

could act it out with props. 

I enjoyed going to the 

computer room and 

worked hard to use 

the mouse and the 

keyboard by myself. 

I enjoyed role play in 

our pumpkin and 

Christmas shop. 

I loved making chapatis 

especially rolling out the dough. 

They were yummy. 

I enjoyed reading 

“Dear Santa” and 

lifting the flaps to 

see what was 

there!  

I liked learning 

about bonfire 

night and 

pretending to 

making a fire 

with my 

friends.  

I was proud to win a 

medal at the Gymnastics 

Festival and worked hard 

to balance in different 

ways. 
I loved learning 

the nativity story 

and using the 

characters to act it 

out. 

I love singing! 

My favourite songs are 5 

little pumpkins and 1 

little, 2 little elves. 



  What’s Happened: Autumn A 2022             

 Year 1 Jelly Fish                         

 

 

 

       

I liked learning how 

to move my body in 

different ways in 

gymnastics. Slowly 

like an astronaut 

and rolling into 

moon rocks. 

I liked learning 

about important 

people from 

history. The queen 

gave Christopher 

Columbus money 

to buy three ships. 

I liked learning in 

science that 

animals, humans 

and plants all need 

water, food and air 

to live/survive. 

I liked making 

Christmas things at 

school. 

I like playing with 

my friends. 

I liked playing all 

the different 

instruments in 

music, the violin is 

my favourite. 



  What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022             

 Year 2 Sea Turtles                        

 

       

I liked our STEAM day 

because we dressed up 

like animals. I was chased 

outside because I was a 

mouse! 

I liked gymnastics 

and learning how 

to balance like an 

astronaut. 

I liked learning how 

to travel along the 

bench in 

gymnastics. 

I liked exploring 

different 

instruments in 

music – especially 

the violin. 

I liked our trip to 

take part in the 

Pentathlon. I 

enjoyed the race 

that we did at the 

end! 

I liked DT week and 

making pictures 

move in different 

ways. 

I liked taking part in 

the Penathlon. I 

tried my best in all 

of the activities. 



  What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022             

 Year 3 Orcas    

 

                    

 

       



  What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022             

 Year 4 Sea Otters                     

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

We learnt 

about primary 

and secondary 

colours then 

we made 

Mayan masks.  

 

We made Christmas 

hats. We did some 

gardening and 

planted some bulbs. 

 

We did 

addition and 

subtraction 

in Maths. In 

English, we 

learnt about 

how 

chocolates 

are made.  

 

We practised 

our timetables 

every day. We 

did a digestive 

system 

experiment in 

our STEAM 

afternoon. 

 

We learned 

about the 

digestive 

system, the 

different parts’ 

names and 

how the food 

goes down. 

 

We wrote a 

few acrostic 

poems about 

Remembrance 

Day, Poppies 

and anti-

bullying. 

 

We practised the 

“Three Kings” 

performance for our 

nativity play. We 

made ancient Mayan 

hot chocolate and 

wrote an instruction 

on how to make it.  

 



                                                  

   

   

 

 

                      

I have enjoyed 

learning about 

painting in art 

and I really like 

maths too! 

I have really 

enjoyed our 

art lessons 

and learning 

how to make 

different 

shades of 

colours by 

adding white.  

It was lots of 

fun painting a 

monster too! 

 

I have really 

enjoyed cooking 

and trying 

different foods 

from around 

the world. 

 

I have really 

enjoyed cooking 

and trying 

different foods 

from around the 

world. 

I have really 

enjoyed making 

and eating 

Polish chocolate 

cake for our DT 

project. 
 

I also liked making 

Birmingham 

cathedral out of 

newspaper! 

 

I have enjoyed 

geography, 

learning about 

how coastline 

features are 

made and what 

life is like in 

different 

countries.  

I have really 

enjoyed 

learning all 

the songs and 

performing 

them in our 

Christmas 

show My 

favourite 

song is ‘Away 

in a Manger’. 

I have really 

enjoyed 

learning about 

addition and 

subtraction in 

maths. 

I am very 

proud of how 

I have 

improved in all 

my work! 

 

I have really 

enjoyed my 

learning and 

maths and I am 

proud of the 

improvement in 

my times tables! 

What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022 

Year 5 Pufferfish 

I have really 

enjoyed PE and 

taking part in 

the whole 

school 

Gymnastics 

Festival! 

. 



What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022 

Year 6 Seahorse  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I liked learning about Poppy Day. I 

learnt about the 2-minute silence 

and that purple poppies represent 

the animals who helped in the war.  

Fort 

I took photographs. I had 

to decide if a photo should 

be taken in landscape or 

portrait.  

 

Fort 

I liked Forest School, it was 

cold, lots of ice. The wood was 

very heavy. I learnt to be 

resilient.  

 

I learnt how to make the Pavlova, 

whisk the egg whites, pour the 

sugar, whisk, cook, wait and put 

fruit on. It was delicious.  

Fort 
I liked Forest School, 

we learnt to work as a 

team and build things.  



  What’s Happened: Autumn B 2022             

 Year 6 Manta Rays                    

 

       

 

I enjoyed making the 

Japanese Christmas cake in 

DT and learning about their 

Shinto religion.   

I enjoyed learning how to play 

music loudly and quietly using 

crescendo and diminuendo.   

I liked learning about 

different Christmas cakes. 

My favourite was the Polish 

chocolate cake.   

I have enjoyed learning how to make 

digital Christmas cards, I can try to 

make them at home.  

I enjoyed making the Japanese 

Christmas cake and learning about 

how they celebrate Christmas 

different to us. 

I liked learning about electricity 

in science, making different 

circuits and learning about 

electrical current.  

I have enjoyed learning how 

to make a video and knowing 

when to zoom in and out.  


